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SUMMARY, GENERAL DISCUSSION 
AND FUTURE PERSPECTIvES

SUMMARY

In this thesis, the microbiota composition in inflammatory bowel diseases and the 
impact of Fecal Microbiota Transplantation (donor feces infusion) on UC patients and 
their microbiota was investigated.

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) consists of Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative 
colitis (UC). IBD is a multifactorial disorder and is supposed to originate from a 
combination of genetic susceptibility, the host immune system, the intestinal micro-
biota and other environmental factors.1,2 Both CD and UC are chronic inflammatory 
diseases that present in a relapsing and remitting manner.1 While CD can affect the 
entire mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract leading to inflammation, ulceration, fistula 
and abscesses, UC only affects the colon and does generally not lead to fistula or 
abscesses. Relapses are unpredictable, and in UC at any time about 50% of patients 
is experiencing active disease.3 Patients suffer from complaints such as bloody diar-
rhea, abdominal cramps, anemia and weight loss. There is substantial evidence for 
the link between the microbiota and the pathogenesis of IBD.4

The term ‘microbiome’ includes the collection of bacteria, viruses, and fungi that 
live in and on the human body.5 While the microbiome refers to the entire habitat, 
including the microorganisms, their genomes (i.e., genes) and the surrounding 
environmental conditions, the term ‘microbiota’ restricts to the composition of 
microorganisms present in a defined environment, for instance the gastrointestinal 
tract.6 The gastrointestinal tract microbiota has the highest number and distribution 
of different species when compared to other sites in and on the human body as the 
oral cavity, skin and vagina.7–9 The function of the gastrointestinal tract microbiota 
is vitamin production, providing of metabolites as short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) 
as an energy source for colonic cells and modulation of the immune system.10–15 In 
addition, the microbiota provides a dynamic and mechanic barrier against pathogens.
Fecal Microbiota Transplantation (FMT) refers to the procedure of infusion of a fecal 
suspension from a healthy donor into the gastrointestinal tract of a patient to cure 
a specific disease.16 In IBD the first report in medical literature dates back to 1989, 
when a single UC patient was infused with donor feces via rectal enemas.17 Interest 
for the application of FMT increases, especially now the insight in the intestinal 
microbiota in health and disease is growing rapidly by the possibility to study the 
microbiota composition and function, and their dynamics, using a wide variety of 
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culture-independent approaches. There is also growing interest from patients for the 
‘natural’ character of the therapy, due to the lack of medical treatment available that 
meets the desired criteria of high efficacy versus low adverse effects.18,19

Epidemiology of IBD
Recent data indicate that the incidence of both UC and CD are still increasing in 
Western Europe.20 While IBD used to be more common in Europe and North-Amer-
ica and relatively rare in Asia, Africa and Latin-America, the incidence is increasing 
in industrialized parts of the world.21 In Chapter 2 the incidence, prevalence and 
disease burden of IBD were updated in a population-based cohort covering 319,976 
inhabitants living in the central part of the Netherlands. The prevalence increased 
significantly over time during the 6-year study period, while the incidence did not. 
IBD had a substantial impact on the Quality of life of patients in the studied cohort. 
Patients scored low on physical and mental assessments, indicating a poor quality 
of life. The latter was correlated to disease activity.

Microbiota in IBD
Primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) is a cholestatic liver disease and one of the 
extra-intestinal manifestations that can manifest in IBD. PSC is highly associated with 
IBD which is prevalent in 70% of patients.22 The association between PSC and IBD 
was hypothesized to be related to bacterial translocation from the gut to the liver.23 
Chapter 3 describes an observational study in which the link between IBD and PSC 
was explored. The intestinal mucosal adherent microbiota was studied in PSC pa-
tients, UC patients and non-inflammatory controls by 16S rRNA based Phylogenetic 
profiling by means of the Human Intestinal Tract Chip (HITChip).24 The composition of 
the microbiota at the ileocecal level in PSC patients showed reduced diversity and 
richness as compared with non-inflammatory controls. The relative abundance of 
Uncultured Clostridiales II was significantly lower in PSC patients compared with UC 
patients and non-inflammatory controls.
One of the eukaryotes that is still debated with regard to its pathogenic role in human 
is Blastocystis sp. In IBD, the question remains whether eradication of an infection 
with Blastocystis would relieve abdominal symptoms such as abdominal pain or 
bloating.25,26 Patients and donors included in the TURN trial (Chapter 6) were screened 
on the presence of fecal pathogens including Blastocystis sp. by a Triple Feces test 
(TFT). In Chapter 4 the screenings results were compared for UC patients enrolled in 
the TURN trial and 123 healthy donors who participated as fecal donors in the same 
trial or one of the FMT trials at our study center (FMT was applied in CDI patients and 
obese individuals with a metabolic syndrome27,28). An infection with Blastocystis was 
significantly less frequent in UC patients as compared to healthy controls.
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Application of fecal microbiota transplantation
The oldest account of FMT dates back to the 4th century, when a Chinese physician 
used fecal suspensions from a healthy neighbor called ‘yellow soup’ in his patients 
suffering from severe diarrhea.29 Chapter 5 includes a systematic review on FMT 
applied as clinical therapy in Clostridium difficile infection (CDI), IBD, metabolic syn-
drome, constipation, pouchitis and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). The majority of 
publications were on FMT in CDI. The results from 45 included studies; 2 randomized 
controlled trials (RCT’s) and 43 case series, showed that FMT was highly effective in 
CDI with response rates up to 90% resolution of diarrhea. Infusion of donor feces 
increased insulin sensitivity in male patients with a metabolic syndrome. Clinical 
remission rates in UC varied between 0% and 68%. For Crohn’s disease, chronic 
constipation, pouchtis and IBS data were too limited to draw conclusions. With the 
exception of two RCT’s the evidence for FMT was mostly based on case series of 
poor quality.
From June 2011 through May 2014, we performed a randomized controlled trial on 
the clinical efficacy of FMT in patients with mild to moderately active UC. The TURN 
trial; an acronym for Transplantation of feces in Ulcerative colitis Restoring Nature’s 
homeostasis, was performed at the Academic Medical Center. Patients were ran-
domized 1:1 to FMT with fecal microbiota from healthy donors or autologous fecal 
microbiota infusion. Each patient received two infusions with a three-week interval. 
The composite primary endpoint was clinical remission combined with a decrease 
in the endoscopic activity score at week 12. The results of the trial were presented 
in Chapter 6. Thirty-seven patients completed the primary endpoint assessment. 
In the intention-to-treat analysis, 7 of 23 patients who received fecal transplants 
from healthy donors (30.4%) and 5 of 25 controls (20.0%) achieved the primary 
endpoint. This result was not statistically significant. In the per-protocol analysis, 7 
of 17 patients who received fecal transplants from healthy donors (41.2%) and 5 
of 20 controls (25.0%) achieved the primary endpoint. Apart from mild self-limiting 
abdominal complaints severe side effects related to FMT did not occur. Although 
the trial was not powered to detect differences in safety, FMT derived from healthy 
donor feces appeared safe in the short term for patients with UC.
At week 12, the microbiota of responders in the FMT group was similar to that of their 
healthy donors; remission was associated with proportions of Clostridium clusters 
IV and XIVa. Twenty-five % of patients in the control arm responded to autologous 
infusion. Different from expected previously, the microbiota was altered not only in 
patients receiving the microbial fraction of donor feces, but also in patients receiving 
their own microbes although microbiota shifts were different.
These findings led to the investigation of bacterial signatures associated with a posi-
tive outcome of FMT (Chapter 7). To this end, we analyzed the fecal and mucosal 
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microbiota composition from patients included in the TURN trial before and up to 
3 years post therapy. While FMT derived from a healthy donor was not superior 
to autologous infusion, microbiota profiles clearly differed between responders and 
non-responders, not only after therapy but also prior. Differences observed in non-
responders as compared to healthy donors and responders were mostly within the 
Bacteroidetes phylum, including species related to Bacteroides vulgatus or Bacteroi-
des fragilis. This was also observed in patients who relapsed after 1 year. After FMT, 
bacteria mainly from the Clostridium cluster XIVa including many known butyrate 
producers, were enriched in responders to levels similar to those found in healthy 
donors. Ruminococcus gnavus a mucolytic bacterium of the commensal microbiota, 
in donors of patients that relapsed was a 3.8 fold higher than in those of patients that 
sustained remission, indicative of a signature donor bacterial group prone to failure 
of FMT.
In UC, the aberrant gastrointestinal tract microbiota has been linked to a decrease 
in short chain fatty acid (SCFA) production, such as butyrate. Butyrate is mainly pro-
duced by species within the Firmicutes and is known to regulate pro-inflammatory 
cytokine production. ButCoA were shown by quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
(qPCR) to be enriched in responders, mostly increased in patients that had sustained 
remission after 1-year follow-up.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIvES

Recent data indicate that the incidence of both UC and CD is still increasing in 
Western Europe.20

The prevalence increased significantly over time during the 6-year study period in 
the studied IBD cohort living in the central part of the Netherlands. Furthermore, 
IBD had a substantial impact on the Quality of life (Chapter 2). In quite a propor-
tion of patients, symptoms that IBD patients suffer from do not respond to regular 
therapies. Furthermore, side effects of current therapies can be problematic and 
lead to discontinuation of therapy. Available molecular techniques to characterize 
the microbiota, the positive effects from case series and the natural character of 
FMT has led to interest from both patients and physicians for the application of FMT 
in UC patients. The clinical efficacy of FMT and effects on the composition of the 
microbiota will be discussed more in detail.

Observation of the microbiota in UC and PSC patients
To understand the study results reported in Chapter 3, it is important to realize that 
the cultivable fraction of the gastrointestinal tract microbiota is not even 30%.30 
Besides rapid evolution in the advancement of molecular techniques in combination 
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with increasing computing technologies that transformed the field of microbial com-
munity analysis, the majority of species cannot be cultured. Culturing remains crucial 
for isolation and identificantion of key functional groups. Uncultured Clostridiales II 
is one of the Firmicutes that cannot be cultured yet. For the interpretation of these 
results we can say that an association was observed between lower abundance 
in Uncultured Clostridiales II and PSC and that the correlation with health and a 
higher abundance in Uncultured Clostridiales II which was observed in the literature 
recently, hints to a more disturbed microbiota composition in PSC patients.31

The pathogenicity of Blastocystis has been debated multiple times, but no consensus 
was achieved whether this organism is related to intestinal symptoms as nausea, 
abdominal pain and diarrhea in human. Investigating the relationship between the 
presence of Blastocystis sp. and intestinal symptoms in UC patients was not the 
aim of the study. Infection with Blastocystis sp. was significantly less frequent in 
UC patients compared to healthy controls. It would be interesting to know whether 
the observed low prevalence of Blastocystis sp. was present already during child-
hood and may persist after UC diagnosis. In Irritable Bowel Disease (IBS) patients, 
Blastocystis was found to be associated with a decrease of protective bacteria in 
feces.32 Whether low prevalence observed in UC patients is a result of a disturbed 
microbiota composition or the cause is unclear. Future studies should investigate the 
presecence of Blastocystis and the association to microbiota signatures in patients 
with UC. Furthermore, it would be interesting to know whether the occurrence of 
Blastocystis increases after FMT derived from a healthy donor with relatively high 
numbers of Blastocystis as compared to UC patients. FMT would be an interest-
ing model to investigate whether microbiota changes come along with a different 
microbiota community attractive for Blastocystis sp.

FMT efficacy in UC
Mice studies showed that total body and fat mass, as well as obesity-associated 
metabolic phenotypes, were transmissible by FMT when infused into germ-free 
mice.29 Most studies on the clinical efficacy of FMT in human were performed on 
CDI patients, who succesfully recovered from symptoms of diarrhea and from their 
low-diversity state to a diverse microbiota composition after FMT from a healthy 
donor.27 These results, along with the first case series published on FMT applied to 
UC and CD patients contributed to the interest and high expectations of FMT as a 
clinical therapy in patients with IBD.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, available literature on the efficacy of FMT in UC and 
CD is conflicting, and microbiota analysis is performed in the minority of patients. 
In the current thesis, studies on the clinical efficacy of FMT and the influence of 
the gut microbiota on response contributed to the pioneering role for FMT in IBD. 
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As reported in this thesis (Chapter 6 and 7), a higher percentage of UC patients 
treated with fecal infusions achieved remission compared to patients receiving their 
own fecal microbiota suspension, although not significant. Different from previously 
expected, even the comparator - autologous fecal infusion – relieved symptoms 
in some patients and appeared to impact the microbiota composition. Apparently, 
patients treated with autologous infusion reconstructed a ‘new’ microbiota composi-
tion after emptying their intestinal tract due to bowel lavage. The clinical remission 
and impact on their microbiota composition in autologous treated patients, illustrates 
the complexity of FMT.
From these study results, it appeared that the microbiota composition had to be 
relatively close to that of healthy subjects to induce a sustained remission with 
either donor or autologous derived FMT. When we looked at the microbiota profiles 
of individual donors based on stability analysis, the push from donor derived FMT 
seemed to be stronger than that of an autologous one and pushed UC patients with 
a bit more deviating microbiota into a sustained remission.
In UC patients a microbiota signature low in Clostridium clusters IV and XIVa and rich 
in Bacteroidetes and Proteobacteria turned out to predict poor sustained response 
to FMT, unless they received a successful engraftment from a Clostridium clusters 
IV and XIVa rich donor. This succesful signature is dominated by butyrate producers 
mainly and response on the long term is associated with a restoration of the sig-
nificantly reduced butyrate gene counts at baseline compared with healthy donors.
Furthermore, Ruminococcus gnavus in donors of patients that relapsed was a 3.8 
fold higher than in those of patients that sustained remission. This bacterium was 
previously found in higher numbers as characteristic of the aberrant microbiota in 
UC (and CD).33–35 Excessive high levels of Ruminococcus gnavus could be related 
to a higher mucolytic activity, resulting in tissue damage. We hypothesize that high 
amounts of Ruminococcus gnavus and related species are predictors for unsuc-
cessful donors. If these results could be confirmed in higher numbers of healthy 
donors in combination with response rates of UC patients, it could possible lead to 
a potential biomarker species for donors that fail to induce a sustained remission.
Analysis of the microbiota remains crucial for understanding the mechanism of FMT, 
which is performed after treatment of patients in clinical trials currently. In the near 
future, it could be possible that profiling of the microbiota of patients and donors will 
be performed before start of FMT. Hopefully matching of donor and recipient and 
adequate patient selection will result in higher clinical efficacy.
Upto date, two randomized studies were performed; the TURN trial (as reported in 
Chapter 6 and 7) and a randomized controlled trial published by Moayyedi et al. in 
which the efficacy of repetitive fecal enemas or water enemas for a six week period 
in UC patients was compared. The results from this trial comparing local treatment 
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for a six week period differed from our own trial comparing two duodenal infusions 
of donor feces compared to patients receiving their own feces.36,37 In the trial pub-
lished by Moayyedi et al., a significant higher percentage of UC patients receiving 
fecal enemas than patients receiving water enemas achieved remission.36 Besides 
both trials were randomized and treatment protocols were executed according to 
strict definitions, the methods - the frequency and duration of treatment, route of 
administration and amount of feces used - differed between these trials. The mode 
of duodenal administration as applied in the TURN trial might have been suboptimal. 
Individual cases on FMT in UC in the literature have primarily used repetitive fecal 
enemas. Because of the extensive experience with that mode of administration 
from earlier studies in our center, including a very efficacious trial for patients with 
CDI, duodenal infusion was chosen.27 In addition; it could be that patients with colitis 
extending higher than the rectosigmoid need a reset of the microbiota from the 
cecal area onward. It is conceivable, however, that the rectal microbiota is more 
resilient to a proximal FMT. Future trials should use both routes of administration or 
even combine both routes.

Progress of FMT development
In general, development of medical therapies takes time. While the oldest FMT 
dates back to the 4th century, we just made a start with FMT in IBD, which was 
applied in UC at first in 1989.29,17 Besides the results from the TURN trial (Chapter 6 
and 7) and another recent randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of FMT infused 
by rectal enemas, a number of case series and clinical trials are in the pipeline.36 
These studies will answer further research questions regarding the preferred route 
of administration, the number of treatments needed to attain remission or cure and 
the most suitable donor.
While safety goes first, followed by the efficacy of therapy in the development of 
medical therapies, the feasibility and even the aesthetic component of FMT requires 
attention. In the TURN trial, duodenally infused FMT appeared safe, feasible and was 
well tolerated. In our experience duodenal infusion is a ready to use therapy. Still, 
the protocol could be improved. In CDI, the first series showed similar efficacy in 
the treatment of CDI by standardized frozen preparation for FMT.38 Currently, studies 
are performed on the application of FMT covered in gelatin-coated capsules derived 
from suspensions from freezer stored donor feces. Freezing of donor microbiota for 
FMT would highly improve practicality, treatment delay and costs for donor screen-
ing. Furthermore, when speculating of therapies based on pushing the microbiota 
in a different direction, we would not think of duodenal infused diluted stool as the 
most aesthetic therapy. There are many other elegant ways to think of as ingestion 
of inodorous oral capsules, drinking fluids, rectal enema’s or suppositories.
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Unfortunately, apart from clinical trials with strict donor screening protocols, home-
infusions are being performed. Registration of every single treated patient receiving 
FMT would be preferable to learn about FMT and to stay away from transmittable 
diseases through transfer of pathogens after inadequate screening of a donor.

Personalized FMT, screening of patients
Translation of the influence of FMT on the gut microbiota is crucial for the development 
and prediction of efficacy of FMT. As mentioned previously, results from the TURN 
trial (Chapter 6 and 7) revealed that the microbiota composition has to be relatively 
close to that of healthy subjects to induce a sustained remission with autologous or 
donor derived FMT. These findings can lead to selection of patients based on their 
microbiota profile and personalized therapies. Colman et al. performed a systematic 
review on the efficacy of FMT in IBD up to 2014.39 While a suggestion was made 
that FMT would be more efficacious in younger patients, no conclusions could be 
drawn on extent of disease and disease severity and the chance to achieve remis-
sion from FMT.39 Based on disease characteristics, it is not possible to adequately 
select patients for FMT. The more it is interesting to select them on their microbiota 
composition.
Hopefully, clinical studies combined with high throughput investigation of the 
gastrointestinal tract microbiota composition, metabolomics, metatranscriptomics 
and proteomics will progress and lead to a suitable ‘microbiota therapy’ either as 
advanced FMT or as the application of certain bacterial groups in the appropriate 
form and frequency.

In conclusion, FMT applied as clinical therapy in UC has not proven its efficacy yet. 
Patients responded to FMT derived from a healthy donor but also to autologous 
infusion in a small proportion of patients, which illustrates the complexity of FMT. 
However, the treatment appeared to be well applicable and tolerated. A microbiota 
composition relatively close to that of healthy subjects helps to induce a sustained 
remission with autologous or donor derived FMT. The push from donor derived FMT 
can be stronger than that of an autologous one and hence, push patients with a bit 
more deviating microbiota into a sustained remission. Certainly, the microbiome in 
IBD has its therapeutic potential.
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